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SUMMARY 

·The measurement of the local mean age of air at various locations in a room is useful to 
verify the efficiency of the ventilation system and to assess the main air streams and the 
dead zones. Several methods, using tracer gas, can be used to measure the age of air. 
This paper presents a comparison of these methods, including a study of the possible 
advantages and inconveniences. 

Simultaneous measurements were performed with two tracers in an auditorium with 
balanced ventilation and complete mixing, using step-up, step-down and pulse 
techniques. Another experiment in a test office room with displacement ventilation 
brought some more experience. Practical consequences of these field experiments are 
also reported. 

Conclusions of this study are that a) good mixing of the tracer and the air to be marked 
is essential and is often a problem; b)step-up injection technique is best appropriate for 
rooms with pulsed air; c) pulse technique can also be used in these rooms but is more 
sensitive to concentration errors and d) step-down (or decay) technique should be 
reserved for rooms with significant infiltration. These conclusions are somewhat 
different than those published by other authors after similar studies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Scope of the presentation 

To ensure health, safety and comfort in buildings, an efficient ventilation strategy 
should provide an adequate supply of fresh air to the building occupants to dilute 
airborne contaminates to acceptable concentrations. Since it can be assumed that the 
older the air is, the greater is its contaminate concentration, knowledge of the residence 
time or age of air is of great importance. From these quantities, various associated 
expressions of efficiency or effectiveness can be calculated. 

Several tracer gas techniques can be used to measure the age of air. This contribution 
intends to provide some guidance in selecting one of these techniques when preparing 
an experiment in particular conditions. For that purpose, a theoretical study is proposed 
first, then experience gained from simultaneous field experiments performed with the 
various techniques is presented. 

Definition of the age of air 

The quantities defined below are explained in greater detail in the literature [l, 2, 3] and 
are only briefly described here. The particles of fresh air coming from outside or from 
the ventilation system arrive at a given location r in a room after a time t(r) which will 
vary from one particle to the other. t is called the residence time of the particle in the 
room, or its age, as if it were born when entering the room. Since there is a large 
number of air particles, we may define a probability density f,(t) that the age of 

particles arriving at a given location is between t and t+dt and a probability Flt) that 

this age is higher than t. The following relationships always hold between these two 
functions: 

dFr 
dt =f,(t) 

oc 

and (1) 



The local mean age of air at a point c, 't,, is defined by the average age of all the air 
particles arriving at that point: 

oc 

t, = f 't/,('t) d't 

0 

(2) 

The room mean age of air <'D is defined by the space average of the local mean ages 
of the air particles in the room: 

1J-<'t> = V 'tr dV (3) 

v 
where V is the volume of the room. 

Measurement method for the age of the air 

The basic principle is to mark the air to be traced with a gas (the tracer gas), according 
to a known schedule, and to follow the concentration of that tracer gas at the location of 
interest This technique is based on the assumption that the tracer gas behaves the same 
as the air: no adsorption, same buoyancy. It can be readily understood that if the air is 
marked at the inlet by a short pulse of tracer gas, and if the tracer molecules follow the 
air molecules, they will arrive at a given location at the same time as the air molecules. 
In fact, the pulse technique is not the only one and the probability functions (1) and the 
local mean ages (2) can be measured by recording the time history of the net tracer 
concentration, C,(t), at any point, r, by either of three strategies as follows: 

- step down: uniform concentration of tracer is achieved at the beginning of the test, 
when the injection is stopped, 

- step-up: the tracer is injected at air inlet, at a constant rate from the starting time 
throughout the test, 

- pulse: a short pulse of tracer is released in the air inlet at the starting time. 
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Figure 1: Variation of the concentration with time during measurements of the age of 
air, using step-up and step-down measurement techniques. 
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Figure 1 shows the vanatton of concentration during step-up and step-down 
measurements, while Figure 2 shows it for pulse measurement. These are real 
measurements performed in the auditorium mentioned at the end of this paper. 

It is also possible to imagine other injection strategies like a rectangular or a triangular 
pulse, but we will limit this contribution to these three strategies, which are of common 
use. To interpret the recorded tracer gas concentrations and obtain the age of air, the 
background (or supply) concentration should first be subtracted from all measurements, 
and the elapsed time should be calculated by subtracting the starting time from all time 
values. The local mean age at a given measurement location is obtained by evaluating 
the expressions shown in Table 1. Note that the net concentration, Cr, is the difference 
between the concentration measured at location r and the concentration in the outdoor 
air. 

Elapsed time [h:mm] 

Figure 2: Concentration versus time during measurements of the age of air at two 
different locations, when using the pulse injection technique. 

Table 1: Equations giving the probability distribution function of the age of air and the 
local mean age, from the measurement of the concentration hi~tory of a tracer gas, for 
various tracer injection strategies (From [1]). 

Method for injection Distribution at location r Local mean age of air tr 
Step down C/t) - ~(Cr) 

F(t) = C/0) tr= Cr(O) 
·- · 

Step-up Crfoc)- C/t) - ~[C/oc) - Cr(t)] 
F(t) = 

C/oc) 
t = 

C/oc) r 

Pulse C/t) - µi(Cr) 
f(t) =~(Cr) t, =~(Cr) 
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The various moments, µn, of the concentration are defined by: 

oc 

(4) 

If there is only one exhaust (and no exfiltration as well), the nominal time constant of 
the room, 'tn, which is the ratio of the room volume and the volumetric air flow rate, is 

equal to the mean age of air at the exhi:iust, t,, since at this location, the tracer gas is 

well mixed with the exhaust air: 

(5) 

On the other hand, the room mean age of air, <t>, which is the average of the local 
mean ages of the air contained in the room, can also be deduced from tracer 
concentration measurements in the exhaust, assuming a single exhaust and steady state. 
The equations provided in Table 2 can be used for that purpose. 

Therefore, the air change efficiency, 11.. can be assessed directly by measuring the 
evolution of the concentration at the exhaust: 

(6) 

Table 2: Equations giving the room mean age from the measurement of the 
concentration history of a tracer gas at the exhaust (From [l]). 

Method for injection Room mean age of air <t> 
Step down µi(CeJ µi(Ce) 

<'t> = = 
~(C,) tn C,(O) 

Step-up µ 1[C/oc) - C,(t)] 
<'t> = 

~[C,(oc) - C,(t)] 
Pulse i.lz(C,J 1 ~(Ce) 

<'t>= = -
2µ1(CeJ 2 'tn ~(Ce) 

Interpretation 

In practice, the various moments in the above formulae are calculated numerically, on 
the base of discrete recorded values of the concentration and time. The following 
section describes a simple way to calculate these moments, using the trapeze method, 
whose general formulation is: 
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tN N-1 

ff(t) dt = :E I; +;+l flt (7) 

0 j=O 

Assuming a linear variation of the concentration in each time step, we get, for the first 
moments defined in equation (4): 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The number of measurements, N, could be large enough to ensure that the sum of the 
terms for j > N are negligible, or, in other words, that CN is very close to the steady 

state value. In this case, the remaining parts, EnfN, tiJ, are negligible. In practice, 
however, the measurement can be stopped before reaching the steady state. In this case, 
the tail in the integral of the moments is not measured and it should be estimated. 
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Figure 3: Logarithm of the concentration versus time in the ~tep-down measurement 
shown in Figure 1. The decay of the concentration is close to an exponential after 20 
minutes, that is a little less than the nominal time constant of the room. 
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As shown in Figure 3, this tail is, in most cases, exponential. Therefore, for time larger 
than tN = N IJ.t, it can be assumed that: 

(11) 

where 'td is a time constant determined by a fit on the last measurements, in the 
exponential part. The time required for reaching an exponential decay depends not only 
on the nominal time constant of the room, but also on the ventilation system. In case of 
complete mixing and at steady state, the decay will be exponential from the beginning 
of the test. In case of perfect displacement ventilation, the decay will be very sharp after 
a time equal to the age of air and the concentration might be negligible before 
presenting an exponential decay. 

When equation 11 is valid, the remaining part, Enf N, 'td), can be calculated analytically: 

oc 

e.(N, <di= J t" CN exp-['::] dt 

tN 

(12) 

and we obtain the following expressions, which can be used in equations 8, 9 and 10: 

Eo = CN'td 

£1 = CN 'td (tN + 'td) (13) 

~ = CN 'td (ti+ (tN + 'td)2 ) 

Selection Criteria 

Some selection criteria should be used in order to select the method (step-up, step-down 
or pulse) most appropriate to the case to be measured. These criteria are of two kind: 

- Practicability: the method should be usable on the particular room to be measured, 
with its ventilation system, and compatible with the tracer gas analyzer 

- Sensitivity to experimental errors: the method and its corresponding interpretation 
formula should not multiply the experimental errors by a large factor. 

These criteria will be further developed below. 
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PRACTICABILITY OF THE METHODS 

Practicability with respect to the room and its ventilation system 

Step-up and pulse methods use tracer gas to mark the fresh air, and therefore, the tracer 
gas should be injected in the fresh air. This can easily be performed when one or few 
inlet ducts are the only paths for fresh air. In this case the tracer is injected in these inlet 
ducts. Care should be taken, however, to have a good mixing of the tracer with the fresh 
air before this mix enters the room. In particular when there are several inlets, they 
should all have the same tracer gas concentration. 

When there is a large amount of infiltration, or when there are too many inlets, or even 
when the controlled inlets are directly connected to the outdoor air without any duct 
allowing for mixing, these methods are not practical. In this case, only the step-down 
technique can be used. This technique uses the tracer gas to mark the air in the room, 
and the fresh air is identified by its purity: it dilutes the tracer. The main problem with 
this technique is that it requires a perfect mixing of the tracer gas at the starting time. If 
the mixing is not perfect, errors result from net migration of tracer gas from high 
concentration to low concentration zones. 

Mixing can readily be achieved in small to medium sized rooms by the use of multiple 
injection and strong mixing fans. If the ventilation can be stopped, some time can be 
managed for allowing the tracer gas to mix perfectly with the air contained in 'the room, 
even when the room is large. Concentration measurements can be performed at various 
locations to ensure proper mixing. When this is achieved, at time t = 0, the mixing fans 
are stopped and the ventilation system is started while continuing the concentration 
measurements. 

However, mixing with fans, as well as stopping and starting the ventilatj.on perturbes 
the air flow pattern within the room, hence also the pattern of the age of air. The 
measured age(s) will then not be the age(s) which could be realised without these 
perturbations. For these reasons, the step down method should not be recommended in 
any case. Since this method is the only one able to measure the age of air in rooms with 
multiple air inlets or cracks directly connected to outdoor air, accurate resutls cannot be 
obtained in such rooms. 

Practicability with respect to the analyzer 

The concentration histories are usually measured by analyzing air samples taken at time 
intervals, flt, scanning the various locations of interest. To minimize the discretization 
errors, that is to allow a linear interpolation between measurements, this time interval 
should be small compared to the time required to change the tracer concentration by a 
significant amount. However, the upper limit of the measurement time interval depends 
also on the ventilation system. In case of complete mixing (and in steady state), the 
tracer concentration changes exponentially, with a time constant equal to the nominal 
time constant of the room. In this case, a recommended value could be a fraction of the 
nominal time constant, e.g. flt < 0.2 tn. 
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On the contrary, in case of perfect c;lisplacement ventilation, the concentration can 
present a sudden, large change after artime interval which depends on the location of the 
measurement and is directly related to the age of air. A good accuracy in measuring this 
time is hence required,· and the measurement interval should· be small compared .to the 
age of air. ·,. 

, I ~ 

With intermediate case§. the maximum allowed measurement interval . also depends . ~n 
the method used. Step-up and decay methods basically result in smoother concenttation 
changes than the pulse methcxl, which will always present a peak in concentration. · 

All these arguments result in the ~quirement . ~at the gas aniilyser, together with the 
•r sampling device, should be able to perform measurements at time intervals shorter than 
. the maximum aJ,low~ time interval. lf the measur~ment time is a limiting factor, either 
few~r measurement points should be selected, or the step~up or step-down methcxls 
should be prefe!l'ed to ,the pulse method. . · ' ·. - · · " 

.· •' ! 

.. 
' .. " 

Sources of errors 

'· J. ~ 

'SEN~fflVITY TO ERRORS ' ,• 

I , 

... 1 -, . 
• ! . 

Errors may result from many sources, which are listed and explained below. 

Tracer gas mixing: the tracer should be well mixed with the air to be marked. If it is 
not the case, changes in tracer gas concentration which are not related to the age of air 
will be observed, which \viii nevertheless ':•be interpreted as resulting from air 

"' ·movements. This induces ur1tontrollable errors at1.d::. bias1:in results. It is therefore 
important to control that good mixing is achieved where it should be~ . In· the · step-down 

, method, the tracer gas -· co~eentration should be measured at severa~ ,pl~ces within . tpe 
room, ,, and . the e~petj.qi;en~ s~ould not start as long, as signifiq1.q.t differences .::ire 
measured. For step-up and pulse method; the tracer should be injectC(d, preferably' at 
several locations simultaneously, in a section of the duct far upstream 'of:the inlet gnds. 
Simultaneous tracer gas concentration measurements at different inlet grids allows one 
to control that all the grids blow air with the same tracer concentration. With the step
tip method, this measurement also provides the final. concentration, C( oc ) . 

Concentration measurements: errors in concentration measurements have direct 
effects on the errors in the results. The errors in the results can be calculated when the 
erroni in the concentration ate khown. This error analysis i~ ·peiformed below. ' ' : 

. -' . r .. 

Timing: each method requires integration between the beginning of the experiment and 
an infinite time. The beginnill:g .bfthe e~periment i~ the time when the signal is given 
with the tracer injection: Starting 1this injection in the pulse and step-up method, and 
stopping it in the step-down method. The measurements of the concentration should be 
timed accurately in relation to this.:starting time. 

Reference concentration: As already stated, the concentrations which should be taken 
into account when interpreting the measurements are net concentrations, that is the 
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difference between the concentrations measured at the location of interest and in the 
outdoor air. Errors in estimating the reference concentration are adding to the errors in 
the concentrations and hence directly influence the results. 

For step-down and pulse measurements, the outdoor concentration can be measured 
before injecting any tracer, or at the end of the test, when the tracer gas is totally 
diluted. It can also be measured during the test with a second analyzer or a scanning 
valve. This could be more accurate but may lengthen the time interval between 
measurements. 

For step-up measurements, the reference concentration is the concentration reached at 
the end of the test, when the measured air is completely changed by new air. This seems 
to be a disadvantage but it should be noted that this final concentration is immediately 
reached in the inlet duct, where the tracer is fully mixed with the fresh air. Hence, this 
concentration can be monitored during the test, thus controlling if there is really a 
steady flow rate. Since outdoor concentration is also required here, one more analyzer 
or the scanning of one more point is required, and this may also slow the measurement 
schedule. 

Finite number of measurement, and numerical integration: The numerical 
integration can be accurate when the time interval between measurements, t::.t, is small 
enough. If not, a bias is introduced by the integration. This can be partly compensated 
by using the Simpson technique or any more sophisticated numerical integration 
method instead of the trapeze method. 

Error analysis 

This analysis intends to provide some guidance on how the measurement errors are 
propagated through the interpretation formula to the results. The general equation used 
below assumes that the results of measurements, xi, are randomly distributed around an 

average value with a gaussian distribution, the standard deviation being cr(xi). The 

estimate cry, of the errors on the results, y(x), when the errors on the measurements are 

independent of each other is then: 

cr2(y) = ~ [ ~] 2 cr2(xj) (14) 

1 

Therefore, using the equations shown in Table 1 and 2, we obtain, for the step-up or 
step-down methods: 

(15) 

(16) 
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where Cree is for C0 in the step down~ technique and C .. for the step-up technique. It 

should be mentioned here that the error of the concentration, cr(C), should-include the 

error.on the reference concentration.~oo. I~ could he~ce ~ esq~atef(a:~·fi tj.m~.-*'e 
error of single concentration ~easurell1ent. ·; . . : : . 'l. 

·For· the pul~~ technique, tlfo'~iiivalertt ~uatipnsare: · ' .:r· ;" · · 
1 

f • 

r· " . 

·/ 
.J • · 

:·"!, . 

(17) 

·: 

(18) 

Assumi11g an ~rror in the conc~Jftr~tiop,, cr(Ct wb1cHi~isjndep¢mJent of time, aiid errors 
in time cr(t) and in the final dee~ rate, cr(-cd), the errors in the various moments~ be 

ca1¢\llated, assuming th,~t integ;~tion runs from 0 to tN = N~t and that the rem;n'rung 
, . '.·· ' 

pws are calculated for t > tN u_sjpg equation (11). Moreover, in equations 09) to (21), 
it:is assumed that the·nU,~ber ~tJmeasurement~ _is far.,.ge e~ough (e.i'. mol'.e than 10) and 
onW Uteeargest power o!,N or !A/is tept in the,·~:~ms, '.1 ·~ ~· J .i.J "' 

/ - 1 . -~ 

( - ,i 

, ·crZ(~) = (tN~t+ -c}) cr2(C) + [C0 +·c~;Ji cr2(t) + cN2 cr2(-cti) (19) 
,, . 

+ ·~N2 Ci cr~(t) + CN~(tN :+- 2 -cd)2 cr~(-cd) 
~ • p :;, ':: 

['"'s At +<}[ <}+:L +<.l2l2] cr2(CJ 

+ t~4Ci cr2(i)'+ C/lti[tN f. 4 -cJ]
2
cr2(-cd)1 , ~~21) 

Calculations of orders of magnitudes of these errors with usual values show that the 
; larger.~~.s the or~er of the f!10rp~nt, ~e larger the error is. Ther;efore,, yrror qn the J;<>?m 

·· me~ age is' larger that tJ~e err8r on the 19ca1 age and t}le pulse· teqhnique.)~duces 
1
lafger 

.;.'~rro~,-.tha_(tl,ie.'two o~eHechn~tjue~ . , 
1

, · · , , , · ;. • 1. •. J 

Errors in the condentratibns have iheTlarg~~t influence':J:Ettbt's irt stattihg time' nfay be 
important only ~ fAe, St(fp-down and. step-up method~. ~?fe should al.so ~ taken in 

I. ,, . . ,. " . . . I , - .. , .. " 

. 'dete:i;mining .th~ iiiil ;piµts, Ei, 'according rquation~,, OJ). Errors ,iq, :tPC time constant 'Cd 
' l ·~· .,J J . . • . • . ; ' • . '.. ' • \. . I . ' ' I .II' • • ' 

. may have 3: ,large influence ~4 this, parameter, if.used, ~hould.9e "qe.ter.mhaed w~µi the 
bt(stpossible,~ccura,c;:y~)~. ~~gmm~q9.e<;i t~ijnique is a leas! squ~e;ifjt ~l'}~tij~:log¢.thms 
of the last M conrrehtratfons, pr-0viding: th~t ·M~t S 'Cd andjthatthiS part!of the deeay is 
exponentifil'Y3J.· r:'.rri "·' ;, , .: ,, t>~' ·•,1 '· , •. 

f ~: (; { } :~ : '. I .r ~j L 
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. ' EXPERIMENTS ·· 

Thi age of ill w.as measured at 10 locations wilhf~· an auditorium and at the air exhaust, 
in order to ob'tii.iri a coarse map of the age. The mapping technique [3, 4] and.the'results 
of this experiment [5] are reported elsewhere. 'For the special pu!pose'of method 
comparison presented in this paper, simultaneous measurements were perfomied using 
two tracer gases with step-up, step-down.ind pulse teehniq~~~. - · ·' 

, pie auditorium is a room of about 440 m3 .Jblume, with balanced ventilation. Exhaust 
grilles are all in the ceiling, while air is pulsed at each table and along a row in the 
ceiling, above the first rank of seats (Figure 4). 

Plan .l! 

~· ·r . . ... . 
~,}·I ..,, 1 ."""[1 _____ 1 

';. -~ .!';h 

l. 

F:i,:gure 4: Auditorium in. which n;ieasurements we~ perform~~· 

ii 

'.' A, first risult i~ ~h~wn )in Figure s: where th~ .propabilif{f'Jnctions of the age 6'f air at a 
. ..Jpaftlculai-'location tfor tWO SUCCessive Step-up anQ. St~J?.-dOWI). experimtnts ar<~hown 

superposed. The good agreement of these two cur\res results ribt only from steady state 
, .. J1ow r11t.e but _i,tlso fro,m .l!,P~i:fect mixing of P1e tracer gas with the air. to be traced. 

· .·' !._ 1 l • • 'J ! ' ; ; J \" l " ~ .. ' -1. , • '.· ··:~. I;.• I; !l 

. When mixing is IlOt reache<j;1 the records Of the dortcentr'atiort'crufrtpdk USed tO measure 
the age of air, as'shb\vn on Figure 6.ln this case; the tracer waiheveriheless injected"at 

'): 10 IJminure":otiring ·is minutes',:upwind a large:oscill~ting fan~5 30 cm di·ameter, whose 
··jet ·was direeted tsncoos'sively in ·every dir&tion ih· the auditonum.•~ ·Moreover, a blanket 

was moved·activ.elyr:to,itnprove the mixingJ:I~ is,ob\.lious:that;rdespite these classical 
precautions, good mixing was not achieved at the beginning of thF. ~(}S.k since the 
concentration at this location continues to grow while the tracer gas injection was cut. 
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Figure 5: Superposition of the probability functions of the age of;:arr measured at a 
given location successively with step-up and step-down measurements. These functions 
give the fraction of the air which is older thruithe corresponding time. 

The othercurye •. sh?~in.~ a, g~ mi~, 1~as A~t&-1J.~ i '¢Fer~.a ~t~P.,-,!up. BYi1the end,~f~l?oth 
experiments, there js • ~~ slight c!Hf(i~nce J?et~e;rPi the prqg~bility ~nctipJ.l:S~i tfence 
between relative concentrations. This results from the choice of the reference 
concentrations, which were in both cases the average of the last ten measurements, 
when the concentrations stabilize close to zero. 
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Figure 6: Example showing the result of mixing problems at; the·heginning of a step
down measurement. This also shows the effect' of slight differerl~es· ·.in reference 
concentration by the end of the measurement, after 50 minutes{:~ · · . .' '::: · ,· r 

I. -
i .... . i, 

Figure 7 shows the effects of a bad mixing in a step-up experiment performed in a room 
equipped with a displacement ventilation system. The tracer gas was injected at least 5 
meter upwind the inlet grilles, and the ducts have several bends between the injection 
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point and the grilles. Nevertheless, this experiment shows that the final concentrations 
at the exhaust grilles and in the lungs of a manikin sitting at 3 m. from the injection 
grilles are not the same. The dramati~ difference between both a~es caµ also readily be 
seen: the manikin inhales an air which is much younger than in the exhaust. This is not 
the case in the audirpqum, where all the locations show similar ages. 
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Fi~litdA7: Concentrati~ versus elapsdf time in •a s(ep~up' .expei:lmenr; .at two'3lrications. 
Aoad :fu'.lxing.of the tracer in th:e ililet dµct res.ufis ih differendi1fal concentrations. 
:~~:·~ i''. .. jl .: \'_ ~~~·' ~-.: ;. \ ..... · ~ f ~j j ! ) -~ 

,. • l '"\; 

CONCLUSIONS .; • ''> l c, 

From the above studies, the qualities of the various techniques can be deduced, and are 
shown in Table 3. " · 

Table 3: dla:nlcteristics of the three measurement techniques with respect to 
practicabW,ty. ;an~ .i_Ji.sensitil!'.ity to errors. ++ is very good, -- is very bad . 

Usable with infiltration + 
~ 

No perturbation of ~ow ptU:tems 
Can be used with slow analyzers + · t 

I. ' 
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Bad tracer gas mixing 
.. Errors on conctn~tjon 1:· • _ 

.. Egors mgiming . : 
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As a summary, it is essential, with any technique, that special care is taken in a) mixing 
the tracer gas with the air to be marked; b) in accurate timing and c) in good 
concentration measurements. 

Step-down technique is the only one which can be used when infiltration is significant. 
However, a good initial mixing is required, resulting in a large perturbation of the flow 
patterns, hence of the distribution of the age of air. 

Step-up and pulse technique both require that all the fresh air is pulsed through a small 
number of ducts but, since the tracer should be mixed within these ducts, the air flow 
patterns within the measured space is not perturbed. 

Step-up and step down techniques are more sensitive to timing errors than the pulse 
technique, but the latter is more sensitive to errors in concentration. Finally, 
concentration variations are faster in the pulse technique, hence concentration 
measurements should be performed more frequently, to avoid integration errors. 

These conclusions are not exactly those of references [6] and [7], which are also quoted 
in [3]. These authors concluded that since the step-up method requires a long time 
period to reach the steady state, during which the air flow pattern may change, it is not 
recommended for the measurement of the room mean age, and that both pulse and 
decay methods give reliable results when used adequately. 

The present opinion of the authors of this paper is that both step-up and step-down 
techniques require a long time period, and that the final concentration in the step-up 
technique can be assessed at any time during the experiment. Therefore, there is no 
special reason to reject the step-up technique. The pulse technique is not much shorter. 
The adequate use of the step-down technique results in changing the ages of air, and 
therefore cannot be recommended where another method can be used. 

Therefore, we recommend to use the step-up technique whenever there are few inlet 
ducts in which the tracer can be injected. The pulse technique can also be used in this 
case if the analyzer is fast and accurate enough. The step-down technique should be 
reserved for cases with significant uncontrolled infiltration. 
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